Kinkakuji-gaki

The Kinkakuji-gaki fence originated in the Temple of the Golden Pavilion, the Kinkaku-ji in Kyoto. It builds upon the yotsume-gaki style fencing with the verticals being whole bamboo poles. It has a prominent coping (玉縁 - Tamabuchi) and thick horizontals (押縁 - Oshibuchi) of split bamboo.

It is a low fence (足元垣 - Ashimoto-gaki, foot-level fence), used for lining paths.

Kinkakuji-gaki in a residential setting, separating the front garden path from the garden and terrace.

Kinkakuji-gaki in front the 300 year old pine tree in the Hamarikyu gardens in Tokyo 旧浜離宮庭園、東京
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